


is...

representing the Hebrew 
Davar, meaning “the Word”

OUR FOUNDATION

to play our part by training 4,220 
translators and consultants in biblical 
Hebrew over the next 16 years

OUR COMMITMENT

                       
to see the whole Word available in 
the 4,000+ languages still remaining

OUR GOAL

“... so shall my word be 
that goes out from my 
mouth; it shall not return 
to me empty, but it shall 
accomplish that which 
I purpose, and shall 
succeed in the thing for 
which I sent it.”
 
Isaiah 55:11 ESV
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Letter from the President

2016 has been our first full year of operation, and what an exciting 
adventure it has been!

Our motto “the whole Word for the whole world” summarizes our 
mission of enabling every person to be able to engage with God’s 
living Word in their own language and in a format they understand. To 
reach this objective our focus in 2016 was to develop the Institute for 
Biblical Languages and Translation and the Center for Oral Scriptures, 
and to establish the capacities necessary to support these programs.

On behalf of the 4.2.20 Foundation staff and Board of Directors I would 
like to thank each one who through your prayers, faithfulness and 
sacrifice has helped to make these goals a reality in 2016. You are an 
integral part of the accomplishments reflected in the following pages. 
Together we are laying strong foundations in order to serve the masses 
of God’s children around the world, both in this generation and those 
to come, who do not have access to God’s Word.

Dr. David Swarr
President & CEO

With you in His service,
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Why Whole Word?
The Old Testament 
is foundational 
for understanding 
Jesus’ Gospel of 
the Kingdom and is 
critical to building 
and sustaining 
disciple-making 
movements

And only 1 in 5 Bible 
translation projects 
focus on translating 

the Old Testament

Yet, only 8% of the 
world’s languages 
have the full Bible

The Significance of the 
Old Testament
We are passionate about the Old 
Testament because:

• it is the only Bible that Jesus, the disciples, and the 
apostle Paul used

• it portrays history from God’s perspective, with the 
true story of creation and the law and prophets; as 
such, together with the New Testament, it provides 
the only antidote to the lies perpetuated by claims 
of other false gods and religions. Without the Old 
Testament, false doctrines will continue to spread 
and encroach upon Christianity

• On average every 22nd verse in the NT is a 
quotation, reference or allusion to the OT

• At least 10% of the NT directly references or quotes 
the OT

• The OT is 74% of the Bible; the NT is 26%

“Mission history shows that no church planting movement has been 
sustained long term without access to the whole Bible.”  

- Samuel Chiang, Lausanne Sen. Assoc. for 
Orality; President & CEO, The Seed Company 
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The Global Need for Old Testament 
Translators & Consultants

To reach the whole world with the whole Word, we must meet the acute need for 
enough translators and consultants trained in biblical Hebrew.

Of 7,000+ languages:

<650 have the 
full Bible

<450 have the 
OT in progress

1,150+ have the NT 
but no active OT

In total 
6,000+ languages 
have no OT or OT 
in active progress

The Global Old Testament 
Translation Gap

working 40 hours per week, 40 weeks 
per year, would translate the Old 

Testament in 12 years.

+: :1 consultant 
per 2.9 projects 

2 translators 
per language

The Prioritized Need:

>2,700 translators
>450 consultants

languages with speaker 
populations over 500k 
have no OT and no 
work in progress

languages with the full 
NT have no OT and no 
work in progress

1,150

2,000
out of

250

650
out of

Accounting for the above 
language subsets alone, the 
most immediate need is for:

*All figures have been rounded and are correct as of November 2016
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Our 2033
Commitment

Over the next 16 years 
we are devoted to: 

Increasing the number of 
translation consultants 

proficient in biblical Hebrew by 
sevenfold, from <100 to 700+

Seeing 4,220 translators 
and consultants trained in 

biblical Hebrew

700+ 
Hebrew-proficient 
translation consultants

1,400 additional 
languages with full 
Bibles in progress 4,220 

translators & consultants

This will provide the capacity 
to triple the number of 

languages with full Bibles. 
Currently  there are <700;    

we aim to enable progress in 
an additional 1,400
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Vision, Mission & Goal

The vision of the Institute is to see the full Word of God accessible 
to every person, with a special focus on oral learners, in a language 
and format they understand

The mission of the Institute is to accelerate the training of 
translators in biblical languages so as to fulfill the vision

The goal of the Institute is to enable the training of sufficient 
consultants and mother tongue translators so that the translation of 
the Old Testament can begin in every language by the year 2033

IBLT resources the Bible 
translation movement by

Raising awareness and mobilizing a new generation of translators

Training translators and consultants in biblical Hebrew

 Preparing Hebrew speakers, both Jewish and Arab, to be
translation consultants
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IBLT 2016 Summary
The year 2016 has been a year of preparation and laying the foundations for several 
projects that will allow the acceleration of access to Scripture for the whole world.

Think Tank on Biblical Hebrew Training for Translators 
Co-facilitated with Every Tribe Every Nation (ETEN), this event convened 
leaders of the translation agencies to focus on the Old Testament 
Translation Gap, how to eliminate it, and the biblical Hebrew training 
needs of the translation movement.

Biblical Hebrew and Pedagogy Intensives 
Held in India and Kenya, these programs have trained over 40 participants 
from more than a dozen translation agencies and academic institutions.

Serampore, India.  A 3-week workshop was held in Serampore to provide 
the foundation for full training in biblical Hebrew translation for leaders, 
translators and consultants who are working within oral contexts in India. 
The workshop raised an awareness of the desirability for teachers to 
learn biblical Hebrew to a level where they would be able to think and 

School of Biblical Hebrew (SBH)
New partnerships have provided the facilities, staff 
and academic framework for the 2017 school in Israel, 
the first of its kind in biblical Hebrew translation.

The 4.2.20 Foundation has developed a biblical 
Hebrew training program designed to take near 
beginners to translation proficiency within 8.5 
months. Based on proven methodology used by 
the American government and military, and by the 
Israeli government, this one of a kind biblical Hebrew 
immersion program is designed to accelerate and 
improve Old Testament translation globally. 

The 8-month program is unique in that it capitalizes 
on the surroundings in modern Israel to create the 
optimal environment for biblical Hebrew training by

combining 3 strands: biblical Hebrew immersion, 
biblical land and culture, and a live-learn 
environment. 90% of the biblical Hebrew training is 
taught in the language itself, at both the beginning 
and intermediate levels.

Held in Jerusalem beginning in June 2017, students 
from around the globe will be submerged in a 
language learning environment with native Hebrew 
speakers. Students will be arriving from Mainland 
China, India, S. E. Asia, Africa, Australia, N. America 
and Europe. 

teach in the language. There was both surprise 
and enthusiasm among the 16 participants as they 
discovered biblical Hebrew as a living language.

Nairobi, Kenya. An intensive course for beginning 
Hebrew at the end of the year in Nairobi brought 
together representatives from existing translation 
projects across Africa in order to facilitate the learning 
and internalization of the language. Twenty-five 
participants attended the December course, jointly run 
by IBLT and Pan Africa Christian (PAC) University. While 
students received 6 credits from PAC, the course also 
served as fulfilling a necessary background for those 
interested in pursuing Hebrew studies at the 8-month 
School of Biblical Hebrew in Jerusalem.

“It is a delight to see 
this initiative take on the 
challenge of accelerating 
the translation of the Old 
Testament to resource 
disciple-making movements 
among the Bible-less. This is 
a critical and foundational 
task which the Church 
cannot afford to neglect.”

- Ram Gidoomal, Chairman of the 
Lausanne Movement

“They are the best teachers I 
have ever met. They are ready 
to teach at our pace and 
often repeat whatever we have 
not understood.” 

“The content, scheduling, 
pace and style was excellent. I 
appreciate the commitment of 
the teachers and their passion 
to make us understand.”

- participants from the 
beginning Hebrew course, 

Nairobi, Dec 2016
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Why Whole World?
80% of the world’s population are oral 
learners - people who do not read or 
prefer to read by oral means.

What is the Need?

The 5.7 billion oral learners 
in our world include:

2.7 billion unreached people in  
approximately 3,500 unreached 
people groups

Approximately 2 billion people without 
the Old Testament

>1,800 unengaged, unreached people 
groups consisting of 350 million people 
without a single verse of Scripture in 
their heart language

1.35 billion oral preference learners 
who may be literate, but prefer to learn 
through oral means
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Vision, Mission & Goal

The vision of the Center is to see every oral learner engaging 
with the whole Word for whole life transformation

The mission of the Center is to enhance access, understanding 
and application of the whole Word of God among oral learners

The goal of the Center is to raise up a generation of leaders 
for transformational training & strategic mission to every oral 
people by 2033

COS engages the world of oral learners by

Identifying missing links in outreach and discipleship among 
oral preference learners

Helping leaders to bring the whole Word in ways that connect 
with the whole person

Creating a network of related autonomous centers around 
the world with regional leadership

Developing strategies grounded in ways and means that best 
suit their preferences rather than ours
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COS 2016 Summary
2016 was filled with great strides in the advancement of research, 
training and network building globally.

Global Orality Mapping Project
This is a multi-year mapping process of oral people 
groups that aims to aid the mission force to 
more accurately define, describe and identify the 
oral majority and their degree of orality reliance. 
The project puts an emphasis on all remaining 
unreached people groups in order to better serve 

“The staff of the COS 
helped us connect with the 
grassroots of our movement 
in ways that now multiply our 
impact among our 6 million 
oral preference learners. From 
the seminary classroom to the 
most rural village we can now 
take better advantage of our 
deep oral roots.”

- Dr. Bauta Motty,
Provost, Jos ECWA 

Theological Seminary

Raising Awareness
COS supports the International Orality Network 
(ION) in building a global network that raises 
awareness, promotes best practices, forms new 
collaborations and awakens the Body of Christ 
to meet the discipleship and holistic needs of 
oral people. This includes strategic planning and 
advocacy, communications, financial, logistical and 
administrative services.

Our communications team has revamped the ION 
social media outlets and website. ION is expanding 
rapidly around the globe and these services are 
essential to its effectiveness. In the past 18 months 
ION events in Africa, South East Asia, India and 
North America have catalyzed local initiatives to 
equip the Body of Christ to disciple oral learners.

The staff of 4.2.20/COS served the ION North 
America regional conference in 2016 through 
program and communications planning & support, 
media, speaking and leading focused workshops. 
COS provided leadership to the Research Focus 
Group where the Global Orality Mapping Project & 
Orality Index was used as something others could 
join in through collaboration. Our team also initiated 
a gathering of younger leaders at the conference, 
which has resulted in an innovative collaboration 
tool created for the wider network.

Three films produced by COS were featured as part of 
the larger book and film production Master Storyteller.

them and enable them to engage with the Word 
of God. The World Evangelical Alliance Mission 
Commission (Panama, 2016) featured the Global 
Orality Mapping Project in a research session 
where 15 experts discussed key research initiatives 
that would benefit the entire Church Body.
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“God speaks through 
signs and wonders, 
through creation, through 
symbols, through 
traditions and cultures. 
God is the Master 
Storyteller. The breath of 
God blows into being all 
that exists. And His Word 
is the story.”

Scheduled for a 2017 release, Master Storyteller is a book and film 
production on God’s oral communication in the Bible and Hebrew 
tradition, authored by Dr. David Swarr, Ricki Gidoomal, and Psalm 
Araujo. Three short films, “In the Beginning,” “Remembering,” 
and “Through Us” were created in 2016 as a complement to the 
book. The films address key themes in the book, such as orality 
in the Bible, starting with creation and the question “How does 
God speak?” and then moving to how God helped an oral people 
remember His truths, teaching them on through the generations 
using oral methods.

The 4.2.20 team had the great opportunity of filming in Israel 
and working with local Israelis and volunteers who had come to 
Israel from all over the world. The production process itself was a 
testimony to God’s care and attention to detail, from the provision 
of set locations, actors from different cultures and giftings, and 
relationships that resulted in partnership.

https://master-storyteller.net

“A storytelling event is happening. 
The news of it has been shared 
from person to person, generation 
to generation, nation to nation...But 
just beyond the borders of this event 
are those who hear God’s voice 
through signs - in the sky and wind 
and trees, but are still straining to 
hear the whole story…”
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Statement of Activity
Amount

Total Contributions $746,387

Contributions

Temporarily Restricted

Unrestricted 500,025

246,362

Total Expenses $633,819

Expenses

Management

Program 446,294

98,690

Fundraising 88,835

70%

16%

14%

Total Change in Net Assets $112,567

Year End

Year Beginning 157,864

270,432

Net Assets

4.2.20 Foundation uses the audit services of Capin Crouse, LLP
Audited numbers are pending and will be available upon request
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RICKI GIDOOMAL

CHIEF OF STAFF

DANIEL ARAUJO

DIRECTOR OF FINANCE 
& DEVELOPMENT

PSALM ARAUJO

CREATIVE DIRECTOR, 
COMMUNICATIONS & 
SPECIAL PROJECTS

The 4.2.20 Team

President’s Office

DAVID SWARR PHD

PRESIDENT & CEO

DR CHARLES 
MADINGER

VICE PRESIDENT,
CENTER FOR ORAL 
SCRIPTURES

RANDALL BUTH PHD

VICE PRESIDENT,
INSTITUTE FOR BIBLICAL 
LANGUAGES & TRANSLATION

MARY KATHERINE 
STENDER

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSOCIATE

JONI CHIANG

GRAPHIC DESIGN & 
ORAL COMMUNICATIONS
SPECIALIST

SHARON ALLEY

DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC 
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STUDENT LIFE SERVICES 
MANAGER
& HEBREW MENTOR
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The 4.2.20 Board
Senior Leadership
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CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
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PRESIDENT & CEO
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TIMOTHY KING

VICE PRESIDENT 
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UNIVERSITY OF 
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DR GREG ANDERSON

SENIOR PASTOR
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DAVID HAMILTON

VICE PRESIDENT FOR 
STRATEGIC INNOVATION
UNIVERSITY OF THE NATIONS

IAN CHNG

DIRECTOR FOR INT’L 
MOBILIZATION & 
PARTNERSHIP  (SOUTH 
EAST ASIA)
CHRISTIAN NGO

BOB CRESON

PRESIDENT & CEO
WYCLIFFE USA

RAM GIDOOMAL

CHAIRMAN
LAUSANNE MOVEMENT

DR TODD M 
JOHNSON

DIRECTOR
CENTER FOR THE STUDY 
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Board of Directors

Advisory Board
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BUSINESS & DEVELOPMENT 
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FRANCES 
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U.S.A
Phone: +1 (804) 482 0756
P.O. Box 23027
Richmond, VA 23223

ISRAEL
Phone: +972 (0)2 372 1115

4220foundation.com
info@4220foundation.com

4.2.20 Foundation Inc. is a non-profit 501(c)3 organization registered in the state of Virginia
EIN: 47-3406578


